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ASA Automotive Systems has relied on the Progress® OpenEdge® Relational Database 
Management System (RDBMS) for over 20 years to deliver scalable, reliable, and 
innovative solutions to the automotive aftermarket. The Progress OpenEdge database 
offers unmatched ease of installation and maintenance, requiring just two ASA 
professionals to support 200 customers and thousands of users. The flexibility of the 
Progress OpenEdge database empowers ASA to evolve its TireMaster family of products 
across platforms and channels, including SaaS, Cloud, and mobile. And because Progress 
OpenEdge can easily scale to accommodate thousands of users with sub-second 
response times, ASA can support the needs of small to enterprise-level customers while 
ensuring high performance levels.

ASA AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS DELIVERS INNOVATIVE, 
SCALABLE, AND RELIABLE SOLUTIONS WITH THE PROGRESS 
OPENEDGE RDBMS DATABASE 
How do you maintain a successful business for a quarter of a century? For ASA 
Automotive Systems, the answer lies in its ability to consistently deliver innovative 
technology to the marketplace. ASA develops comprehensive systems to help tire 
dealers, auto repair shops, and re-treaders manage all facets of their tire and auto repair 
businesses. Considered the leading technology provider to the automotive aftermarket, 
ASA is committed to maintaining innovative practices to maintain its leadership position. 

For over 20 years, Progress has played a role in ASA’s ongoing technology strategy. 
Built on the Progress OpenEdge database, ASA’s flagship TireMaster Enterprise and 
TireMasterG4 solutions are designed to improve productivity, revenues, and overall 
customer and employee satisfaction for today’s tire dealers. TireMaster Enterprise and 
TireMasterG4 utilize the state-of-the-art Progress OpenEdge database technologies 
to provide unparalleled ease of use, data access, and integration with third-party 
applications. ASA also offers its customers the option of using Progress OpenEdge 
Replication to ensure real-time data protection and minimal disruption in the event of 
unplanned downtime or disaster.

Dan Halle, Business Development Manager at ASA Automotive Systems, says the 
flexibility of the Progress OpenEdge database has enabled ASA to meet its customers’ 
needs by providing the industry’s leading shop management software solution to Tire 
Dealers. “Today, TireMaster Enterprise and TireMasterG4 are available as an on-premise, 
SaaS, or Cloud offering. We recently added a mobile component to the solution, enabling 
users to perform a number of ecommerce operations, like shipping, billing, wholesale 
order entry, bar code maintenance and physical inventory.” 

CHALLENGE
To maintain its market 

leadership, ASA Automotive 
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leading edge technology to meet 
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making sure the solution is 

scalable and easy to manage by 

our customers.  

SOLUTION
The Progress OpenEdge 

Relational Database 

Management System (RDBMS) 

serves as the backend for ASA’s 

TireMaster Enterprise and its 

latest product TireMasterG4 

BENEFIT
ASA has realized unmatched ease 

of installation and maintenance 
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200 customers and thousands 

of users; the Progress OpenEdge 

database enables flexible 

deployment across platforms 
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Cloud, and mobile.  TireMaster 
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“What we were able to 
accomplish in a matter of 
months was remarkable. 
This customer moved from 
a completely outdated 
system to a modern, state-
of-the-art solution and the 
entire project was almost 
seamless. The flexibility 
and agility of the Progress 
OpenEdge database played 
a significant role in that 
project’s success.” 

Veronica Harding

Technical Services Manager ASA 

Automotive Systems

“NO LIMITATIONS” WITH THE PROGRESS OPENEDGE DATABASE
Working at ASA for 18 years, Veronica Harding, Technical Services Manager for ASA Automotive 
Systems, knows firsthand how the Progress OpenEdge RDBMS database has continued to 
support and evolve with ASA over the years. “Just like ASA’s solutions, Progress OpenEdge 
keeps evolving over time to keep up with market trends and customer requirements. But 
throughout the years and different versions, OpenEdge has continued to be a very scalable and 
reliable database that is easy to install and easy to maintain.” 

Harding says the Progress OpenEdge database does not require a significant level of experience 
or training. “It takes very little effort to install the system and get it up and running; you 
can almost do it right out of the box and from there the database more or less runs itself.”  
This is particularly important to ASA because the majority of its 200 TireMaster Enterprise 
customers—some with up to 250 locations and thousands of users—rely on ASA to support 
their systems. “Because Progress OpenEdge is so reliable and easy to maintain, we can manage 
all of those installations with only two people. Although we love the Progress database, our 
primary job is selling our core products. We need a database that allows us to focus on those 
core products and not on database management. Progress has done that for us.”

One competitive differentiator for ASA, explains Harding, is its ability to cater to the needs of 
its customers despite their size or structure. “Whether the customer is operating a single store 
with a handful of users or has hundreds of locations with thousands of users, our underlying 
Progress OpenEdge database can easily scale to meet those needs while maintaining the 
highest performance levels.” 

Harding says one of the most significant benefits of Progress OpenEdge is its flexibility. “Our 
developers’ focus should be on evolving our solution to meet the needs of our customers, 
whether it’s moving to the Cloud or developing a mobile feature. They can’t afford to spend 
cycles trying to figure out whether the database can or can’t accommodate our plans. The 
Progress OpenEdge database has never imposed any limitations on us. For example, it allows 
us to integrate with any third-party applications or interfaces we want to work with so that we 
can continue to grow our product, change our interfaces, add new features and functionality 
without any concerns. That flexibility helps us to be competitive in the market. Progress has 
always been able to provide us with what we need to grow.” 

MOVING BUSINESS FORWARD TOGETHER
ASA and Progress share a similar philosophy and dedication to innovation. “Just like Progress, 
we are always looking ahead to what we can do with our solution to maximize our customers’ 
success. Progress OpenEdge is so agile that we can continue to advance our own development 
projects without having to change the backbone of our solution. With the OpenEdge database 
we are not limited by technology, but rather empowered to evolve our solution to support our 
own strategic business objectives,” continued Harding.

Over the nearly two decades she has worked with Progress Software, Harding says the 
partnership has continued to deliver value to ASA. “They have assisted us throughout the years 
in any way, shape, or form, answering our questions or offering advice on how we can evolve our 
solution and take better advantage of OpenEdge. I am confident that the people at Progress are 
always doing the best they can help us be successful and move our business forward.”
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PROGRESS SOFTWARE
Progress Software Corporation (NASDAQ: PRGS) is a global software company that simplifies the development, deployment and management of business applications on-
premise or in the cloud, on any platform or device, to any data source, with enhanced performance, minimal IT complexity and low total cost of ownership.
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ABOUT ASA AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

Headquartered in Merrimack, NH, ASA Automotive Systems develops and delivers licensed and Cloud-based software solutions, delivers support and 
services, and enables leading independent tire dealers and automotive repair shops to achieve a maximum return on their information technology 
investment. ASA’s software tools help tire dealers and auto repair shops manage all facets of their businesses and can be tailored to suit the order 
processing, accounting, eCommerce and business management needs of any size retail, commercial, wholesale, or retread operation. You can find them 
online at www.asatire.com.


